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The Next Generation of Simulation Suites

Simovation Interactive Technologies

Phone: 07 3170 1390

We can supply and install the latest in interactive
simulation suites.

The next generation of BLISs sim suites are
dynamic, engaging, interactive and filled with
clinically relevant interactive content using the
latest high quality hardware.

A room that provides the faculty with  a powerful
and easy to use robust software package linked
with a uniquely intuitive touch capability. 

Simovation will build a hybrid learning simulation
experience for your students without  boundaries or
limitations.

Integrate our BLISs solution with you audio visual
solution and you can now deliver high quality
education to a global audience.

Email: info@simovation.com.au

We Create Content

You Create Content You Create
Spaces

We Create Spaces

With additional protocol 
and procedure content
provided to enhance 

student confidence and 
technical skills as well as 

clinical information and
learning.

Creating infinite possibilities
for learning in the correct

clinical environment.

We will also teach you to
create your own content.

Though the interactive
experiences we provide,

students gain accelerated
learning by being
transported into

environments where they
can practise their critical
care skills within a safe
environmental context.

You can also create your
own environments that we

will help you develop

Suite 36, Level 11,
Tribune Street, South Brisbane,
Queensland 4101,
Australia
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All our bundles come with:
* A perpetual model for the development of content via  

a shared secure cloud based system accessible from 
   any device.
* Fantastic supported training / academy packages
* Excellent perpetual graphic and content support
* An invaluable warranty cover
* Full online IT support

Got the space but don't want the hassle of organising
contractors then let us design and install your perfect room for
you. Most installations are completed within 7 to 10 working days
with minimum disruption. Once installed we will provide you with
our comprehensive training and development support packages.

Ideal for clients who already have a room yet want to get more
than just pictures on walls and a few moving images. Clients who
recognise the value of their simulation room but need it to deliver
more. Then why not upgrade to our perpetual software model that
includes the development of content and a shared secure cloud
based system with added training and support facilities. simply
tells us your current room size and let us do the rest. 

Got the perfect room and someone who can create the internal
space to our specification? then you need our Software and
Hardware Bundle.
Provide us with you room dimensions, contact details of your
preferred contractor and we can organise your entire installation
remotely, and follow up with our quality training and support.

Looking for a temporary or removable room then why not
consider a Gener8 pod. Easy to install in less than 3 hours
incredibly robust, high quality with a striking graphic design and
your logo. Ideal for swapping between sim centres and locations
to maximise student and users coverage. 
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